3 steps to Jerusalem

suggested by mayor (the most I can say) S. S. T. D. R. A. 

... only if the (remaining) 3 years

- with a cover; only in the city? -

- yet see that man can be in Jerusalem, 3, 300 miles away...

story Rabbi to p. 10: after 32, "as if it" -
just came back from business trip

Incident Phila. Temple Broth. involving famous woman entertainer notorious for her facility for disturbing in public...

attacked by publisher Phil. J. Times

answered: not perform - only award plaque for "contribution to variety". "We are not sorry for the show - the kind you would see in any night club or any TV program".

... symptomatic progressive vulgarization and... life... attempt to make synog. conform standards Night Club.

not speaking about Kook, generally behavior... good testimony.

but is an evil, a disease which must be checked. For if this is what our synagogues teach, we will never draw close to Torah.

read Exempt Congress Weekly... their hard words - but truth: a who doesn't recognize... (over)
18. But in this situation a more extreme example is... then let us go to equally representative
The more accepted examples.
A) Mixed Pews: "sit together at movie or party without insult."
B) Bar Mitzvah as a social event: praise Koolish for
afterwardiveness of Council President.
C) "Rabbi Wanted" or "Rabbi Needed" ads in press.
- Market place out of House B 9-1. 17/17 p.3
D) Worst crime of all: entertainment! Tell J
- difficulty in gaming people something serious
- or even light, dignified.

18. Am: Jews must not allow this degenerate
generation of vulgarization to continue. After a while. This is
danger because... p.32. Because... recognize such
feelings we expect to accept such degrading norms as
institutions as practice phase degrading norms as
Holy, as... evenmit people... p.32. - No: (W C)

18. What to do? End portum. If you read:

- at least assume respect, dignity, reverence as non-Jews
- for their House's worship.

- And then let us surpass them - so that we may
- be worthy of drawing close to and revelling in this
- closeness, thus so that the words... Oshannah begin
- to come true: "Wol i'12/14 J/13 27 in 1713 L13."

Sing rejoice 0 daughter Zion, for lo Jerusalem will dwell
in the midst of the sea, the Lord.